
Mud Bog Etiquette: 
 

A list of racers will be posted in work pit area. Know in what order you will run. 

 

After driver is announced over the P.A. system, he has 3 minutes to get to the staging 

area. If  3 minutes elapses, the driver forfeits that run. Before moving past staging area to 

start line, driver will be checked for seatbelt, helmet, and verified as correct contestant.  If 

racer is not in order, he must back out of the staging area until it is his turn. 

 

While in staging area, pit crew may lock in the hubs, make final adjustments, etc.  

Vehicle may break traction to confirm locking hub engagement.  After staging is 

completed, vehicle may proceed to start line. At start line, after flag is dropped, driver 

may proceed when ready. Time will start when timers see front tires move. 

 

After run is completed, vehicle will proceed at 5 MPH back to the work pit area. 

 

If the vehicle becomes stuck, driver must shut down when flagmen or other track official 

signals. Driver has 10 seconds to shut down after signal is given. If driver does not shut 

down, for every 10 seconds the truck continues spinning the tires after flagmen signal, 10 

feet will be taken off driver’s distance. Driver must take vehicle out of gear before 

extraction team can fasten the tow cable. Vehicle will then be towed out as soon as 

distance measurement has been made. 

 

Distance measurement will be taken at leading edge of front tire at hub level. If front tire 

crosses finish line, time will be recorded. 

 

Run will be disqualified if cones or pit barriers are hit by vehicle. 

Vehicles will have 2 runs.  1 rerun per disqualification is allowed. 2 rerun limit. If driver 

chooses not to rerun, his recorded legal time will be used. 

 

We will take the best of two times to determine standing. 

 

If two or more vehicles are tied in 1
st
, 2

nd
, or 3

rd
 place, then there will be an additional 

round to break the tie. 

 

The obstacle course will be timed.  If a racer leaves the track during the race, a 5 second 

penalty will be added for every time this happens. 

 


